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Indeed, the academic public that I encounter at my lectures always shows
surprise when I speak intimately and deeply about the classroom. That pub-
lic seemed particularly surprised when I said that I was working on a collec-
tion of essays about teaching. This surprise is a sad reminder of the way
teaching is seen as a duller, less valuable aspect of the academic profession.
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This perspective on teaching is a common one. Yet it must be challenged if
we are to meet the needs of our students, if we are to restore to education
and the classroom excitement about ideas and the will to learn.

—bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress (1994)1

INTRODUCTION

AT the first session of NAVSA (North American Victorian Studies
Association) 2022 in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, the six of us—all

early- or mid-career, cisgender, female scholars working at U.S. colleges
and universities—hosted a panel titled “Not Just Victorian(ists): NAVSA,
Teaching-Intensive Institutions, and the ‘State of the Field.’” We wanted
to think about what being a “Victorianist” looks like for those of us who
rarely teach our research specialty and annually teach 3/3, 4/4, or even
5/5 loads that include first-year composition, introductory literature,
gen ed, or interdisciplinary core courses. We discussed particular chal-
lenges—staying afloat with course prep, maintaining research agendas,
living up to the “Frankenstein job ads” that ask applicants to span multi-
ple fields and subfields—and offered labor-saving strategies: audiobooks,
collaborations with fellow scholars, syllabus banks, and co-teaching.

We were uncertain about what to expect from the panel; our
8:30 a.m. time slot, relative lack of professional cachet, and non-
prestigious topic led us to believe that attendance and engagement
might be limited. However, by 8:30 a.m., the room was packed, and
the energy in the Q&A was among the most lively and passionate any
of us had ever experienced at a conference. Throughout the remaining
days at NAVSA, several attendees approached us and shared that ours was
their favorite conference panel, ever. One particularly kind participant
even said that our panel “should have been the keynote.” We share
this not to be self-congratulatory, but rather because the enthusiastic
reception of our panel reflects a deep—and as-yet unsatisfied—hunger
among our colleagues for more pedagogy-focused conversations in our
scholarly contexts, particularly at prestigious field conferences like
NAVSA.

This experience has prompted us to reflect on just how few spaces
exist to engage seriously with pedagogy in the field of Victorian studies.
Indeed, scholars have made several recent, crucial strides in this direc-
tion.2 We are thinking of the new and valuable peer-reviewed digital
humanities project Undisciplining the Victorian Classroom (UVC), the digital
humanities recovery project One More Voice, as well as the recent Victorian
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Studies cluster on pedagogical undisciplining and the “Critical Work of
Teaching.”3 We share the belief that “teaching must be taken seriously
as a critical practice, a site of disciplinary formation and transformation,
and an integral part of anti-racist, anti-colonial, and decolonial organiz-
ing and activism.”4 In 2021, three of us guest-edited a special issue of
Nineteenth-Century Gender Studies about emergency remote pedagogy.5

Yet discussions of teaching—particularly concrete conversations about
classroom practices and policies, pedagogical labor, and the status of
teaching in the field—are still underrepresented in many journals and
conferences. A search of the September 2022 NAVSA program reveals
only three panels, scheduled concurrently, with the word “teaching” in
the title, and two other stand-alone papers featuring “teaching” or “ped-
agogy.” Just one other panel, out of over seventy, addressed the Victorian
studies classroom and assignment design. The 2018 “Keywords” issue of
VLC included the term “education” as a key word, but “teaching” and
“pedagogy” were absent. Such omissions convey the impression that
teaching is not highly valued in our professional spaces, that teaching
is nonacademic—that teaching, in other words, isn’t research and does
not merit sustained attention, let alone prominent panel time at profes-
sional gatherings.

And yet, increasingly, those of us lucky enough to still work in the
field—with stable enough employment to have conference funding
and time to conduct research—spend the majority of our professional
lives in the classroom. Very few early- or mid-career scholars are
employed at R1 institutions, and even those at research-focused institu-
tions face ever-increasing classroom and service demands. Given crucial
new developments in the flourishing field of critical pedagogy,6 many
spurred by pandemic-era pedagogical “pivots,”7 we believe this moment
affords a crucial opportunity to explore how a greater emphasis on ped-
agogy can invigorate our field. While devaluing teaching is certainly not a
problem limited to Victorian studies,8 we advocate that Victorian studies
become a field that values and centers teaching—a field in which “ped-
agogy” is a key word.

Below, we outline the various ways Victorian studies (and academia
at large) has sidelined teaching and call for Victorian studies to prioritize
critical pedagogy. We first offer an overview of data that reflects the mar-
ginalization of teaching faculty and the labor conditions under which the
majority of Victorianists work. We then discuss what we call the “R1
effect”—the limited opportunities for professional pedagogical training
for graduate students and early-career faculty, which signal that teaching
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is an ancillary concern. We next address the many affordances of taking
teaching seriously in our field. Meaningful attention to pedagogy, we pro-
pose, will contribute to already-underway efforts to decolonize and
“undiscipline” Victorian studies, attend to gendered and racialized
labor politics, and mobilize for collective action.

In the spirit of “defamiliarization,” we seek to make strange not the
concept of pedagogy itself but Victorian studies’ approach to pedagogy.
Why—in a field composed of teachers who study an era preoccupied with
pedagogy as a nascent science—is teaching routinely dismissed and tac-
itly portrayed as the less rigorous, less prestigious, ideally disposable
part of academic work? Such a position is rarely articulated formally—
except, perhaps, in cautionary missives from doctoral advisers, who
warn graduate students not to “devote too much time to teaching”
because such work detracts from scholarship. Such messaging might
also be relayed as well-meaning advice to teach courses related to our
research so we can work on our scholarship while teaching.9 This latter
suggestion is good advice but ultimately perpetuates the assumption
that teaching serves a purpose separate from “scholarship,” which is
inherently more valuable to our professional identities than the work
done in the classroom. Furthermore, much of the work published and
presented on teaching covers how to teach or pair certain Victorian
texts.10 These pieces are valuable, but we would also like to see
Victorian studies grapple with concepts beyond syllabus construction
and text selection. Questions about managing pedagogical labor, contin-
gent faculty experiences, gendered and raced assumptions about teach-
ing praxis, equity in classrooms ranging from open-enrollment to
research institutions, and engaging assignments should be regular, inte-
gral components of major Victorian studies journals and conferences.

A TOP-HEAVY FIELD

It is difficult to generalize about the current “state of the field” in terms
of teaching, but we want to highlight some recent data that gives shape to
our unease. The deprioritization of teaching faculty’s needs is visible in
the lineup of NAVSA. Studying the conference programs from March
and September 2022, we found that 74 percent of a total of 560 listed
attendees were affiliated with R1 or R2 research institutions (i.e., institu-
tions with “very high” or “high” research activity), with an additional 2.5
percent affiliated with Doctoral/Professional Universities.11 Only 10.5
percent of attendees were located at baccalaureate colleges, including
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small liberal arts colleges and associate’s colleges. Moreover, 12 percent
of all attendees were full professors at R1 institutions, 13 percent were
associate professors at R1 institutions, and 4.5 percent were assistant
professors at R1 institutions. A whopping 26 percent of attendees—145
people—were graduate students, and almost all had their home depart-
ments at R1 institutions. Three percent of attendees were in postdoctoral
roles, which is just as many as attendees who were independent scholars
without a university affiliation. Finally, 11 percent of attendees were in
non-tenure-track positions, be they visiting assistant professors, lecturers,
or teaching professors.

This data, anecdotal as it may be, suggests that Victorianists’ leading
field conference is quite top-heavy: 43 percent of its attendees were estab-
lished scholars at the associate or full professor level (all school types);
and almost 25 percent of attendees are established, mid-career or late-
career scholars affiliated with R1 institutions. While the conference caters
to research-track faculty, it has an obvious problem recruiting and retain-
ing talent at the assistant professor level, simply because the field has
been shrinking for the past decades, with tenure lines becoming increas-
ingly rare. There are few full-time jobs available for which graduate
students can realistically compete. It is statistically impossible that each
of the 145 graduate students listed in these programs will land a tenure-
track—or any full-time—faculty job. To put this differently, there were
just as many assistant professors in the conference programs as there
were non-tenure-track faculty—12 percent each across all institutions.
In a perfect world, all of the latter would find themselves in assistant pro-
fessor roles, which would mean parity between the three tenure-track
ranks. As things stand, the associate and full professors outnumber assis-
tant professors by almost 400 percent.

This problem will worsen as it plays out over time: the associate pro-
fessors will be promoted to full; the full professors will retire; their tenure
lines will likely not be renewed; and there will come a time when the field
will be even more sharply divided into academic “haves” and “have-
nots.”12 We suspect that British literature generalists hired in both
tenure-track and non-tenure-track positions will eventually constitute an
increasingly large proportion of NAVSA’s membership. Still, only
between 20 to 30 percent of NAVSA’s attendees in 2022 were affiliated
with institutions that require teaching loads above the usual 2/2 at R1
institutions, despite the fact that these institutions house the vast majority
of faculty positions.
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THE R1 EFFECT: PASSING FAILURES IN TEACHER PREPARATION

If teaching is so devalued in Victorian studies, then how do scholars learn
to teach the period’s literature? Victorian studies and pedagogy should
be a natural fit. The period itself was generally preoccupied with educa-
tion. Questions about whether private tutors, boarding schools, or public
schools were best for facilitating student learning were discussed openly
and at length.13 While scholars such as Catherine Robson have shown
that practices like recitation were common methods in the Victorian
teacher’s repertoire,14 Mr. Thomas Gradgrind, “a man of facts and calcu-
lations” in Charles Dickens’s Hard Times (1854), encapsulates the
nineteenth-century pedagogical approach best. In Dickens’s opening
scene, learning is framed as a process of acquisition, with “little vessels
[i.e., students] . . . ready to have imperial gallons of facts poured into
them until they were full to the brim.”15 Are facts alone enough to culti-
vate lifelong learners or engaged pedagogical methods in the Victorian
classroom—then or now?

Perhaps we fail to associate pedagogy with academic inquiry
because, although education has long been a productive site of study
for Victorianists, “bad teaching” flourishes in nineteenth-century litera-
ture. Charlotte Brontë’s works criticize bad teaching with Miss
Scatcherd’s “bunch of twigs” for inflicting “strokes” in Jane Eyre (1847)
or Lucy Snowe’s display of classroom despotism in Villette (1853).16

But we need only think of Dickens’s David Copperfield (1850) and the
titular boy’s placard of punishment (“Take care of him. He bites! ”), or
Mr. Stelling in George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss (1860) and his beaver-
like tenacity for teaching “one regimen for all minds,” to realize that bad

Fig. 1. Overview of 2022 NAVSA attendees by institutional affiliation and job type/rank.
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teaching is everywhere in the Victorian novel.17 Even if we are inclined to
celebrate nineteenth-century educational reforms that led to state-
funded schools and increased literacy rates, we might be forgiven for fail-
ing to associate Victorian studies with teaching or for imagining that
teaching is a solitary activity, pursued by regulatory zealots in the mold
of Mr. Gradgrind.

To return to the opening question, then, how do scholars learn to
teach Victorian literature? Our collective experiences suggest that
Victorianists’ graduate school experiences fill them with facts supposed
to translate into well-developed pedagogical approaches. This process
contradicts long-standing critical pedagogy strategies for which feminist
and antiracist scholars advocate. bell hooks’s concept of “engaged peda-
gogy” is not about education as acquisition and regurgitation of facts but
conceptual connection, active participation, and application: “To edu-
cate as the practice of freedom is a way of teaching that anyone can
learn. . . . To teach in a manner that respects and cares for the souls of
our students is essential if we are to provide the necessary conditions
where learning can most deeply and intimately begin.”18 What spaces
within the field of Victorian studies exist to facilitate conversations
about what those “conditions” look like?

The unfortunate truth is, there aren’t many. Thoughtful approaches
to pedagogy are not institutionally rewarded—neither for graduate advis-
ers, nor for graduate students, nor even for undergraduate instructors.
Even the moniker “teaching college” designates the separation of teaching
from research rather than emphasizing the high quality expected of class-
room instruction. The messages conveyed by such labels for full-time fac-
ulty positions are similar to those conveyed in graduate school: that a
teaching assistantship is enough preparation for running a literature
class. While teaching assistants may learn grading strategies or methods
of facilitating discussion sections, it is rarer that supervising faculty teach
graduate students how to develop rubrics, create lesson plans, determine
which texts belong in a syllabus, or develop classroom management strate-
gies.19 Graduate advisers are much more active in sharing and modeling
how to network, write, and research. As Jonathan Zimmerman writes,
“[T]alking about our teaching isn’t usually a part of our job. . . . Our schol-
arship is a professional enterprise, resting on peer review and other long-
standing collective practices. But when it comes to teaching, we’re solo
operators. . . . We’re amateurs. That doesn’t mean we teach badly, because
amateurs can sometimes be really good.”20 What it does mean is that, for
well over a century, there has been “little formal training” or “systemic
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preparation” for college teaching; the majority of college instructors learn
“on the job.”21

Most doctoral curricula in literature reinforce the idea that teaching
is less valuable by requiring the completion of only one (if any) pedagogy
class, which often centers pedagogical theory, privileging genealogies of
scholarly debates over classroom application. Others concentrate on
teaching writing through composition pedagogy and are often hosted
by writing programs, not English departments. Literature pedagogy is
rarely a prominent part of graduate coursework, where seminars privi-
lege mastering the genres of the conference paper and journal article.
Few such classes ask students to translate what they are reading into syl-
labi, assignments, or lesson plans for various levels of undergraduate
teaching or a standard survey of British literature—a staple course for
those hired into tenure-track positions.

If, historically, graduate programs have not privileged pedagogy,
what message does that convey to future teacher-scholars about the
value of pedagogy as a facet of research to a discipline like Victorian stud-
ies? Ignoring literature pedagogy prevents important conversations about
how it applies to a distinctly Victorian text or classroom, especially given
that such materials come with unique challenges associated with length,
language, and historical period.

PEDAGOGY AS DECOLONIZING FORCE

Prioritizing pedagogy in Victorian studies would also offer crucial politi-
cal affordances. The last decade has seen myriad efforts by Victorian
studies scholars to widen the scope of the field, not only with temporal
lengthening (i.e., the establishment of “the long nineteenth-century”),
but also by transcending Victorian literary canonicity through contem-
plating Victorian studies globally, with transatlantic literary and media
relations engendered by imperialism.22 Another way is to challenge the
preeminence of anglophone literature in Victorian transatlantic studies
with a multilingual conceptualization of the nineteenth-century
Atlantic region.23 Several journals have welcomed interventions focused
on diversifying Victorian studies.24

However, such efforts in diversifying the field have remained primar-
ily confined to methodologies in research, although an increasing
number of Victorian studies scholars are currently affiliated with
teaching-intensive institutions. This issue is compounded for minority
scholars and scholars affiliated with minority-serving institutions, who
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routinely encounter systemic challenges in securing support for
research.25 Recent special issues on undisciplining the field include
“calls for those who read and study Atlantic slavery to ‘become undisci-
plined’” and advocate for the decolonization of the university through
scholars’ “pedagogies, their classrooms, their students, and themselves.”26

Following both appeals, we contend that the decolonization of
Victorian studies would be remiss if it failed to incorporate the pedagog-
ical labor of Victorian studies scholars at teaching-intensive and/or
minority-serving institutions, such as Historically Black Colleges and
Universities, none of which presently holds R1 status.27 In R2-classified
HBCUs, with which one of us is currently affiliated, rigorous pedagogy
aimed to support an underserved student population remains a major
part of faculty labor alongside scholarship. Therefore, the push to
decolonize colleges and universities, including minority-serving institu-
tions, and the call to undiscipline Victorian studies can be answered
simultaneously only when pedagogy is considered one of the field’s key
elements.

The increased appearance of generalist positions in British and
global anglophone literature, as well as generalist positions in subfields
like gender and sexuality studies, paired with dwindling employment
opportunities in R1 institutions for experts in a specific subfield, has
led Victorianists to widen the scope of their scholarship. All of us have
conducted research beyond our respective areas of specialization in
Victorian studies to develop courses in world/transatlantic literature,
humanities, gender, sexuality, environmental literature, and composi-
tion. Notably, the very ability of Victorian studies to widen its scope
with neo-Victorianism, transnationalism, and multilingualism—all of
which have been identified in calls for undisciplining the field—is what
renders Victorianists attractive generalists capable of innovative peda-
gogy. For example, one of us utilized her bilingual knowledge of
nineteenth-century literature to teach poetry by Rabindranath Tagore
and Alfred, Lord Tennyson in a British literature survey.28 Another
embedded nineteenth-century nature poetry in an interinstitutional
course on climate change.29

Pedagogy, therefore, is not merely an important function of
Victorian studies but fertile ground for decolonizing the field. We call
for a more comprehensive inclusion of pedagogy as a central term and
form of research, without which a significant number of scholars’ efforts
in widening Victorian studies are effectively excluded. In other words, we
argue for widening the field to represent Victorianists’ academic labor of
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both scholarship and pedagogy as equal in import and for bridging the
perceived gap between research and pedagogy since, in praxis, they work
in tandem for a majority of Victorianists.

PEDAGOGY AS WOMEN’S WORK AND A SITE OF COLLECTIVE ACTION

A greater focus on pedagogy not only contributes to efforts to decolo-
nize the field but also invites Victorianists to deliberately interrogate
its gendered labor politics. A less flattering explanation for the
marginalization of pedagogical research and praxis in the field of
Victorian studies is that teaching, particularly non-tenure-track or
teaching-intensive positions, skews female. Although the number of
women faculty has grown over the past several decades, the types of posi-
tions they hold demonstrate ongoing gender imbalances that shape the
pedagogical landscape. According to a 2018 survey by the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP), women make up 53.8 per-
cent of part-time faculty members and 53.9 percent of full-time contin-
gent faculty members, but they represent just 42.5 percent of full-time
tenured or tenure-track professors. Additionally, “the percentage of full-
time women faculty members varies by institutional category, ranging
from 54.7 percent among associate’s institutions to 42.3 percent
among doctoral institutions.” When filtering for tenured and tenure-
track positions, only 36.3 percent of faculty at doctoral institutions iden-
tify as women.30 Women are grossly underrepresented at R1 schools in
research-dominant tenured and tenure-track positions; instead, they
are siloed into teaching roles. In other words, students at
teaching-intensive schools, like associate’s institutions, are more likely
to take a class with a female faculty member than their peers at R1
schools, unless the course is taught by a contingent or non-tenure-track
faculty member or graduate student.31

Surveying these figures, the overrepresentation of tenured and
tenure-track faculty at R1 institutions and the underrepresentation of
panels and plenaries addressing pedagogical strategies at leading field
conferences is especially troubling from a gender perspective.
Although anecdotal, the only attending members of the Teaching
Universities Caucus at NAVSA 2022 self-identified as women, and there
was notable overlap between the members of this caucus and the
Gender and Sexuality Caucus, which sponsored our 2022 panel.
Perhaps it comes as no surprise that there is a corresponding
overlap between feminist scholars and scholars who write about
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teaching, be it bell hooks or Victorian studies’ own Elaine Showalter.32

Lest we assume that pedagogically grounded research is somehow
less rigorous than archival research or theorizing, one might
recall that Gilbert and Gubar’s The Madwoman in the Attic (1979)
resulted from a co-taught course on Victorian women writers.
Granting equal weight to co-authored research and writing, like
this very article, is a key strategy for addressing gendered labor
inequities. Given that women and BIPOC scholars are more likely to
carry heavier teaching and service loads,33 creating dedicated
space for collaborative, pedagogically focused research in scholarly
journals and leading field conferences supports efforts to redress
underrepresentation.

Reorienting ourselves toward pedagogy and pedagogical research
is not only ethical but also a pragmatic and tactical shift. Higher educa-
tion has slowly shifted its hiring practices so that the number of full-
time, tenure-track positions continues to shrink and the number of con-
tingent faculty—teachers without job security, fair pay, or employee
benefits—grows.34 Fomented partly by the Great Recession, with its
state budget cuts to public institutions and shifting political winds buf-
feting academic freedom and collective organizing, there is a growing
divide between the academic “haves” and “have-nots,” centered largely
on who can identify as a researcher and who is responsible for teaching.
At the tail end of the Fall 2022 semester, 48,000 academic workers in
the University of California system went on strike. Although 12,000 of
the strikers, mostly postdoctoral scholars, reached an agreement to
end their walkout on December 9, 2022, it took another two weeks
for the approximately 36,000 teaching assistants and graduate student
researchers to ratify an agreement over wages and benefits.35 During
the record forty-day strike, UC system administrators lost sleep over
how final grades would be posted as the end of the semester
approached, and faculty members across the country were reminded
that a university without teachers ceases to function. If we continue to
tacitly treat teaching as a secondary task instead of a core responsibility
that almost all of us undertake every semester for our entire careers, we
may inadvertently support those who view teaching as valueless com-
pared to lucrative research grants. This holds especially true in the
humanities, where already-falling enrollments and a pending demo-
graphic decline in the number of college-aged Americans will more
than likely force departments to justify their existence.36 It would be
wise of us, as a field, to get ahead of this crisis by recognizing and
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Fig. 2. September 2022 tweet by Adrian Wisnicki calling for a “Pedagogy” theme for a future NAVSA
conference.

Fig. 3. September 2022 tweet by Amy Coté in response to the “Not Just Victorianists” NAVSA panel.
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vociferously defending the merits of pedagogy and the resources neces-
sary to provide this crucial public service.

CALL TO ACTION

So, how, concretely, could Victorian studies center pedagogy, as it must,
both practically and ethically? We argue that graduate programs, as well
as faculty who mentor graduate students, need to take teaching more
seriously—both as a skill that requires training and as an intellectually rig-
orous practice that is itself a form of scholarly production. Second, we
suggest that the field’s journals prioritize the publication of scholarship
on or about teaching—and not just in special issues, which reinforce
the assumption that teaching is of ancillary concern to Victorian studies
proper. Third, we make a similar request to conference organizers, who
could center pedagogy by flagging teaching and pedagogy as key topics
in CFPs or by hosting teaching plenary or keynote sessions. As the

Fig. 4. September 2022 tweet by Miranda Butler in response to the “Not Just Victorianists” NAVSA panel.
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screenshotted tweets from NAVSA 2022 suggest, these would be well-
attended sessions.37

We would also like to see the field reckon with how its systems of
prestige and recognition sideline teacher-scholars working at teaching-
intensive institutions, minority-serving institutions, community colleges,
and high schools. Book and article prizes, as well as plenary talks and
keynotes, almost always reward tenured or tenure-line faculty at R1
institutions; for example, every NAVSA Book Prize since 2012 has gone
to a tenured or tenure-line faculty member at a research-focused institu-
tion. Time for research is limited by teaching loads, service commit-
ments, and other professional obligations that make scholarship
appear different in other positions—not less serious, professional, or
important, just different. By performing collaborative research, rethink-
ing our approaches to publication timelines, and changing institutional
norms about the kinds of scholarship that confer eligibility for employ-
ment and the granting of tenure, we can actively pursue practices that
challenge the widespread ethos in our field that tacitly (and often not
so tacitly) endorses a classist, racist, and sexist system of institutional pres-
tige and professional belonging.
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faculty, and instructors teaching in “writing and composition class-
rooms, classrooms at community colleges and high schools, general-
ist classrooms, and classrooms serving urban populations” (244).

5. Nineteenth-Century Gender Studies 17, no. 1 (2021).
6. Gannon, Radical Hope ; Blum, Ungrading; Stommel and Morris,

Urgency of Teachers ; Katopodis and Davidson, The New College Classroom.
7. Cox, Draucker, and Thierauf, “Introduction,” para. 20.
8. Zimmerman, Amateur Hour.
9. Such messaging proliferates in academic “self-help” books for early-

career faculty; see Boice’s Advice for New Faculty Members and
Mazak’s Making Time to Write.

10. See, for example, Menke, “‘Framed and Wired’”; Armstrong, “Jane
Eyre”; and the Victorian Studies 2022 UVC cluster.

11. Carnegie Classification, “2021 Update – Facts and Figures.”
12. Stein, “The End of Faculty Tenure.”
13. Reed, “The Public Schools,” 58–59.
14. Robson, Heart Beats.
15. Dickens, Hard Times, 5–6.
16. Brontë, Jane Eyre, 45; Brontë, Villette, 88–89.
17. Dickens, David Copperfield, 73 (italics original); Eliot, Mill on the Floss,

131.
18. hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 13.
19. See Gooblar, The Missing Course, which draws further attention to the

lack of graduate preparation for college-level instructors and
attempts to address some of the gaps.

20. Zimmerman, Amateur Hour, ix.
21. Zimmerman, Amateur Hour, 9.
22. For a recent critique of canonicity, see Hensley’s reader’s evaluation

of the Norton Anthology of English Literature, 10th Edition: Volume E, The
Victorian Age ; and Lecourt, “That Untravell’d World.”

23. Reeder, “Toward a Multilingual Victorian Transatlanticism.”
24. Literature Compass 15, no. 7 (2018); Neo-Victorian Studies 8, no. 1

(2015); Victorian Studies 62, no. 3 (Spring 2020); Victorian Literature
and Culture 49, no. 1 (Spring 2021).

25. A 2011 study found that Black or African American applicants
remain 10 percentage points less likely than white applicants to be
awarded NIH research funding. See Ginther et al., “Race,
Ethnicity, and NIH Research Awards.” On Victorian studies and
scholars of color, see Sexton, “Strangers in the Discipline.”
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26. Sharpe qtd. in Chatterjee, Christoff, and Wong, “Introduction,” 369;
Parker, “Introduction,” 164.

27. For recent information on HBCUs seeking R1 status, see Weissman,
“Striving for the ‘Gold Standard.’” For challenges faced by HBCUs
see Cantey et al., “Historically Black Colleges and Universities.”

28. Das’s syllabus is forthcoming in UVC.
29. Huseby and Thierauf, “Cultivating a Political Learning Ecology.”
30. AAUP, “Data Snapshot.”
31. According to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, as of

2014, approximately 60 percent of doctoral degrees in English lan-
guage and literature were awarded to women.

32. Showalter, Teaching Literature.
33. Shalaby, Allam, and Buttorf, “Gender, COVID, and Faculty Service.”
34. According to a 2022 report from the AAUP, “The 2022 AAUP Survey

of Tenure Practices,” 53.5 percent of higher education institutions
report having replaced tenure-track lines with contingent appoint-
ments in the last five years.

35. Truong and Toohey, “‘Shut It Down!’”; Hubler, “University of
California.”

36. Cary, “The Incredible Shrinking Future of College.”
37. Wisnicki’s tweet has been corrected for a typo and was inspired by a

NAVSA 2022 conversation with colleagues.
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